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Mr. Charles MacDonald 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. MacDonald: 

Approval is hereby requested for authorization of a package design consisting 
of: 

- a lead filled steel cask meeting the requirements of 
NPI Specification El, dated.August 1972,

in a:

- wood and steel overpack meeting the requirements of a 
20WC6 overpack (Title 49-178.194), -

under the following conditions: 

- The radioactive matetial is cobalt-60 in sealed sources 
meeting the requirements of.Special Form.  

- rhe activity limit is 9500 curies.  

- All current requirements, including radiation limits, labeling, 
and documentation, of the Nuclear Regulatory Cormission and 
Department of Transportation will be met.  

- Ihe overpack will be opened only by NPI personnel who will 
always allow the external temperature of the cask to cool 
so that it can be readily handled with bare hands.  

- Transport will be limited to land and sea.  

This request for approval is based on the following: 

- The 20WC6 overpack has been evaluated, approved, and used 
for many years within its specified limits when loaded with a 
Specification 55 inner cask,
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- NPI has used the 20WC6 overpack with its Specification E1 

inner cask for over 500 times without incident or problem.  

- The existing NPI Specification El inner cask meets all 

requirements for a Specification 55 cask and all the re

quirements of Title 10, 71.31 except for the fire test 

as shown by the attached evaluation, which was performed in 1972.  

- The calculated temperature of the inner cask steel shell without 

the overpack based on the conservative assumption that all the 

decay heat is conducted from the source, is 164°F when the package 

is loaded with 7000 curies of cobalt-60 with solar heat of 0.29 

watts/in. 2and 130 0F ambient temperature; the temperature of the 

cask outer steel shell was measured as 1450 F when the package 

was loaded with 6750 curies and subjected Jo simulated sunshine 

of 0.5 watts on the top and 0.25 watts/in, on the sides, 55 F 

ambient outside the oveepack and the inside between the overpack 

and cask of 130 and 145 F; and when the cask was loaded withe0 

9360 curies, and subjected to the same sinulated sunshine, 72 F 

ambient outside the overpack and the air inside the overpack 

was between 143 and 1630F.  

- There was no appreciable weight loss of the wooden portion of 

the overpack during a nine day test with 9360 curies and 

simulated sunshine; the actual weight loss was 1 pound of 1172 

pounds.  

Since the integrated average value of the heat input from the simulated sunshine 

was approximately 2000 watts and the decay heat of 9360 curies of cobalt-60 is 

approximately 135 watts, it is not surprising that the observed temperature 

rise between the two tests was essentially equal to the difference in the ambient 

temperature and independent of the approximately 35 watts contributed by the 

increased cobalt-60 activity. Accordingly, we see no reason why the requested 

increase in the activity limit should not be granted. Further, we foresee no 

problems in having the limit extended to 15,000 curies but will perform the test 

before requesting approval to that limit.  

In support of the above, enclosed is a copy of: 

- NPI Specification El, datedAugust 1972; 

- An analysis of the shipping container which was performed 

in 1972; and,
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- A report of the tests with 6750 and 9360 curics of cobalt-60.  

If you have any questions, please call.me.

Sincerely, 

NEUTRON PRODUCTS, I!NC.  

Marvin M. Turkanis! 
Vice President

Enclosures 
WlT/dls

OV76Q10,

I
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1.0 SCOPE 

This specia-•cation establishes the requirements for materials, 

fabrication, testing, inspection, product quality, and preparation for 

and delivery of a lead shielded shipping cask as shown on NPI Drawing 

D240010.  

1.1 Applicable Docuaents 

1.1.1 ASTIM Specifcat ons 

B29, A5!6, A519, A36, A193," D-2000 

I.1.2 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sections VIlI and IX 

1.1.3 AWS Specifica.tons 

5.5 

1-1.4 ANSI Stedards 

1.1.5 NPI Draw-inz D2--10010 

1. .6 NPI Cask Fabrication Quality Assurance Program (Appendix I) 

1. 2 NPI 

WVhere the term NPI is used in this specification, it refers to 

Neutron Products, Inc., Dickerson, -Maryland.  

1.3 Contractor 

Where the term Contractor is used in this specification, it refers 

to the organization selected to supply the equipment specified herein.  

1.4 Exceptions 

Bidder sh-aR include in his proposal a separate sheet(s) titleed 

"Exceptions" listing any such exceptions taken. In the absence of 

stated excep"ios, it is understood that Bidder's proposal is in complete 

accord with these specifications and drawings herein described.
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2.0 MNATERILIS AND PURCHASED COMIPONENTS 

The Contractor is to furnish all -iaterials'required f6r the 

construction, inspection, test and shipment of the cask. The Contra-ct6r 

shall also furnish spare parts as listed on NPI drawing 240010. All 

raw material and purchased components shall be certified to the 

requirements of this specification and/or the applicable drawing re

quirements.  

2.1 IMll Test Reports 

Certified mill test reports shall be included for all steel used in 

the construction of the shell assembly NPI Part Number E 240010-2.  

Mill test reports shall also be furnished for all lead used in the cask.  

The mill test reports shall include the ASTM specification number, 

the Contractor's name, the heat or batch number and the results of 

the chemical analyses and mechanical properties tests.  

The material shall be marked in accordance with the applicable 

ASTMI specification- The marking shall be retained until fabrication 

is complete.  

2.2 Repair of Defects 

Minor defects in materials as defined by the appropriate ASTUI 

specification may be repaired, provided that NP! approves the method 

andextent of repairs. Defective material that cannot be satisfactorily 

repaired shall be rejected.  

2.3 Forming Materials 

Materials may be formed to the required shape by any process 

that will not degrýde the physical properties of the material below that
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required by the applicable ASTMI standard.  

2.4 Material StecificationS 

2.4.1 Lead 

Lead utilized shall be in accordance wvith ASTIVI .Standards B29, 

pig lead - chemical grade.  

2.4.2 Standards 

Outer shell - ASTIMI A516 Grade 55 

Cavity Liner - ASTM Seamless Tube A519. (1.018) 

]M.iscellaneous Plate - ASTIMI A36 

2.4.3 Bolts 

Cask lid bolts are to be in accordance with ASTM Standard A193 

grade B7.  

2.4.4 Welding Electrodes and Filler Wire or Rod 

All weld material to be in accordance with AWS Standard 5.5.  

The filler metal shall be within the limits of chemical composition and 

physical properties specified for the materials to be joined.  

2.4.5 Ring Gas•kets 

Ring gasket material to be in accordance with ASTM Standard 

D-2000- 7 0. Silicone rubber, Parker Seal Company, Number S6004-7, 

or equal.  

3.0 WELS 

3.1 General 

All welds on the shell portion of the cask are to be in accordance 

with ASMEE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII Division!.
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Butt welds shall be slightly convex, of uniform height, and have 

full penetration, unless otherwise approved. Fillet welds shall be of 

a specified size with full throat and the legs of uniform length. Repair, 

chipping, or grinding of welds shall be done in such a manner as not 

to gouge, groove, or reduce the base metal thickness. All exposed 

welds, on the finished cask, shall be ground smooth or polished to at 

least 125 RMS finish.  

3.2 Welder Qualification 

All welds on the cask shall be performed by qualified welders who 

meet the requirements of (have passed the test as required by) the 

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section IX.  

3.3 Welding Process 

All welds on the shell portion of the cask are to be qualified in 

accordance with ASME Boiler.and Pressure Vessel Code, Section IX.  

3.4 Preheat 

Preheat for pressure vessels shall be as recommended in the 

.applicable portions of Section VIII, Division I of the AS-ME Boiler 

and Pressure Vessel Code.  

3.5 IN-ondestructive Testinz 

Nondestructive testing of welds when required shall be in accordance 

with the applicable portions of Section VIII, Division I of the ASME Boiler 

and Pressure Vessel Code.  

3.6 Repair of Weld Defects 

Visible defects such as cracks, pinholes, and incomplete fusion,
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as well as defects that can only be detected by prescribed examinations 

or tests, shall be removed; then the joint shall be rewelded.  

Repair welding shall be done in accordance with the applicable 

portions of Section VMI of the ASTME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.  

The repaired weld shall meet the quality requirements for the original 

weld.  

Removal of undercuttizg by reduction of the base metal-section 

adjacent to the welded seam is not permitted.  

4.0 LEAD SHIELD 

The lead shall be poured in such a manner that the entire cask 

is filled with lead at room temperature and at 500D.F with no vbids- or 

cracks in the lead that could cause radiation streaming. Also, the 

lead must be poured in such a manner that volumetric expansion of 

the lead during a temperature increase from room temperature to 

500°-F will not yield the steel shells.  

4.1 Lead Casting.  

4.1.1 Pour Hole 

Lead may be poured through one or more holes in the steel 

structure of the cask. An acceptable method is through a hole in 

the bottom of the cask. After the pour, the hole shall be sealed by 

welding and the closure welds shall be made and inspected in 

accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 

VIII, Division I.
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4.1.2 Open Cavity Pour 

Lead may be pored in the cask shield cavity by leaving ane flange 

off the cask and pouring into the open cavity. If this method of lead 

pouring is selected, the cavity shall be leak checked both before the 

lead is poured and after the cavity flange has been welded to the inner 

and outer shells.  

4.2 Lead/Steel Interfaces 

Lead/steel interfaces must exhibit a minimum resistance to heat 

flow. Pour bodi-g- of the lead to the steel is acceptable providing the 

requirements of 4.2.1 are met.  

4.2.1 Lead Bonding 

There shall be a minimum of 60 percent bond betveen the lead and 

the shell vwith a minimum of 40 percent bond over any one foot square 

segment of the outer shell.  

Any unbonded region shall not exceed 20 square inches or a 

maximum dimension in excess of 6 inches.  

5.0 QUAUTY ASSL?-RANCE 

After award of contract NPI shall notiyr the Contractor as to the 

names of persons Who shall function as NPI representatives prior to 

start of fabiocat-on, the Contractor shall submit to NPi for review and 

approval two copies of manufacturing and test procedures. *NP1 shall 

complete re-iew -ithin t.,v weeks of receipt of documents. NPI shall 

be notified three days in advance of any testing.  

5.1 Quality Assurance Recauirements

J-
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5.1.1 Compliance 

The Contractor shall be responsible for inspection, examination 

and testing of all materials and workmanship to insure compliance 

with applicable codes and the final specifications.  

5.1.2 Contractors Qua/"t7 Assurance Program 

It is the Contractor's responsibility to establish and conduct a 

Quality Assurance Program for all procurement, fabrication and 

testing operations. A specific Quality Assurance Program shall be 

proposed by the Contractor. The program should be patterned after.  

Appendix I. Prior to the start of procurement of equipment materials 

the Contractor shall submit detailed quality control procedures to NPI 

for review and approval.  

5.1.3 Evidence of Comoliance 

Physical evidence of the compliance with codes and specifications 

shall be tuarned over to NPI prior to or concurrent with delivery of 

equipment.  

5.1.4 Inspection 
a.  

Test and inspection shall be made at the place of manufacture in 

the presence of an NPI representative, unless previously waived. The 

Contractor shall afford the NPI representative all reasonable facilities 

to satisf- himself that the material furnished is in accordance with 

this specification and NPI drawing 240010. Material accepted by the 

NPI representative at the place of manufacture which subsequently 

reveals imperfections not detected at the place of manufacture, or 

which subsequent similar tests or analyses show not to be in accordance
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- Detailed description of method of application.  

- Method of testing bond integrity including minimum 

acceptable percentage of bond.  

(e) Miscellaneous manufacturing and cleaning procedures.  

(f) Vitness and sign-off procedures for all tests.  

5.2.3 Contractor Responsibilitv 

Drawing, speciication and procedure approval by NPI does not 

relieve the Contractor of the responsibility to meet the requirements 

as outlined by this specification and drawing.  

5.3 Deviations 

Wherever, in this specification, components and equipment are 

specifted by IN-M and in the Contractor's opinion the use of such 

components and equipment might interfere with the Contractor's 

ability to meet required standards, the Contractor shall immediately 

advise NPI. If the Contractor desires to substitute equipment, change 

components, or deviate from this specification, NPI shall require 

proof that such action will result in a system equal to or better than 

that specified. NPI reserves the right to disapprove the substitution, 

changes, or deviations after reviewing each case.  

5.4 Welds 

5.4.1 Weld Inspection 

All vwelds shall have 100% weld penetration. All exterior welds 

shall be liquid penetrant checked (root and final pass).  

5.4.2 Defects 

Unacceptable defects as defined inthe applicable portions of
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Section VIR of th'e -AS ME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code may be 

repaired by the methods defined in same.  

5.5 Leak Testing 

5.5.1 Lead Shield Containment Chamber 

The lead shield containment chamber shall be leak checked before 

the shield chamber is filled with lead. The chamber shall be pressurized 

to 20 psig with a gaseous mixture which contains at least 10% of a gas to 

which the leak detector is sensitive.  

Leak tests may be performed by any procedure that can be demon-5 3 

strated to have a sensitivity of 1X10-5 cm (STP) of helium per second.  

Acceptable test methods are mass spectrometry or helium leak detection.  

If leakage is indicated, the leaks shall be located and repaired and the 

test repeated

5.6 Shielding Inter-tv.  

5.6.1 Shield Inspection 

On final assembly, the cask shall be tested and inspected by 

nondestructi.e means and evidence submitted to show that the required 

homogeneity of shielding is provided to meet this specification. Insofar 

as possible, the entire outer surface shall be surveyed to determine 

the absence of voids or imperfections in the poured lead or steel shell.  

5.6.2 Shield Radiation Su_,'ev 

The entire outer surface of the cask shall be surveyed with a 

cobalt-60 radiation source in the central chamber. Any area showing 

surface radiation more than 10% above the average for that position 

at the surface of the lead shield shall be repaired and retested.
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5.7 Eqcriment Weight 

The finished cask assembly shall be weighed at the completion of 

assembly and the actual weight shall be plainly and durably marked on 

the name plate (see drawing 240010).  

6.0 CLEAXNTINESS .AND SURFACE FINISH 

6.1 Surfice Finish 

All exposed surfaces shall be ground or polished to 125 RPIS finish 

or better w•th no nicks or gouges.  

6.2 Cleanliness 

AUl surfaces shill be free from grease, oil, dirt, weld slag, 

mach.ning chips, etc. prior to painting of the cask. AlU surfaces shall 

be cleaned by a solvent that is not detrimental to the cask base material.  

6.3 Paint 

7.0 FABRICATION RECORDS 

7.1 General Recurements 

The Contractor, during the construction period, shall maintain 

current Fabrication Records containing the documentation necessary to 

demonstrate co=-rPI-nCe with this specification. The Fabrication 

Record sha-ll include, but is not limited to, the following items: 

(a) A material record specifying (1) product form and 

heat number, (2) correlation of part and test report, 

and (3) cask component name or part number. Marked 

draftings or annotated bills of material may be nece

ssary -to satisfy this requirement.
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(b) Material test reports or other evidence of acceptability 

of material, in compliance with the stipulations listed 

in Section 2.0.  

(c) Welding procedure, procedure qualification, welder 

performance records, and lead pouring procedure.  

(d) Reports of all inspections and tests, includinrg weld 

examin•ations; dimensional inspections; pressure tests; 

shielding and lead bonding integrity tests. Radiographs 

used in shielding tests shall be included.  

(e) Reports of any required check analyses, clearly 

identialed with the material they represent.  

(f) Any deviation from this specification and the resolution 

of same, showing NPI approval.  

(g) Reproducible "as-built" drawings showing all changes, 

additions and deletions that occurred after initial 

NPI approval of manufacturing drawings.. These 

drawings shall show a clear and correct description 

of the construction details of the cask at delivery.  

7.2 Access to Records 

The Fabrication Record shall be assembled by the Contractor and 

shall be kept current at all times. NPI shall have access to the Record 

and shall be assured that it is complete and correct. Any deficiencies 

found shall promptly be rectified by the Contractor
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7.3 Conformity 

On completion of fabrication and testing, the Fabrication Record 

shall be reviewed by the manufacturer and then by NPI. The Contractor 

shall certify to NPI, in writing, that the fabrication is (with noted 

exceptions) in complete conformity with the contract.  

"7.4 Copies of Records 

The Contractor shall furnish two copies of the Fabrication Records 

to N-I. These reports shall be submitted to NPI wvithin two weeks 

following the date of the shipment of the shipping cask. All test 

specimens and weld samples shall be submitted with the copies of the 

Fabrication Records.  

7.5 Ownershio of Drawings 

All manufacturing drawings shall become the property of NPI upon 

the completion of cask fabrication.  

8.0 SHIP9IMENT 

The Contractor shall deliver the cask and equipment F. 0. B. to the 

Dickerson, 'Maryland plant of NPI.  

It is the Contractor's responsibility to protect the equipment 

against damage during manufacture and transit.



COBALT-60 SHIPPING CONTAINER*

NEUTRON PRODUCTS, INC.

ANALYSIS 

AND 

COMPLIANCE 
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TITLE 10 CODE OF 

FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

10 CFR 71 

AND 

IAEA STANDARDS 

*Description of package updated on August 29, 1977
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SUBPART B - License Application 

71.22 Package Description 

This package consists of an assembly of a single D.O.T. Specification 55 

container designed for transporting a large quantity of licensed material, 

as defined in Paragraph 10 CFR 71.4 (f). The container is a 24" diameter 

spherical shell of 3/8" steel plate filled with lead except for a central 

horizontal cavity formed by a 8-1/4" inside diameter by 3/8" thick wall 

steel tube. The cavity houses an interchangeable source positioning and 

transferring cylinder. This package cask is used to mate with and recharge 

commercial radiotherapy devices with Cobalt-60 sources. The variations in 

the source, shape, and machine design of these irradiators are reason for the 

interchangeable cask central cylinder. A typical central cylinder will have 

two or three through holes spaced radially from the center of rotation.  

One or two holes will contain the new source, a second hole is used to 

preposition the cask to the irradiator and receive the expended source.  

The interchangeable central cylinders all use inserted end plugs to position 

and shield the contained sources. During shipping, both ends of the 

cask are covered and sealed with bolted end covers. The protective jacket 

is a right cylinder fabricated from single pieces of 3/4" exterior plywood 

glued together and reinforced with steel through bolts. The lower base of 

the jacket forms the skid to support the cask during transport, and the 

top section fits snugly over the cask, and when firmly joined with base, 

provides auxiliary fire and impact protection in the event of an accident 

during transit. The package assembly is firmly lashed to the bed of a 

transport vehicle during shipment.
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71.22 (a) 

71.22 (b) 

71.23 

71.23 (a) 

71.23 (b) 

71.23 (c)

The details of the Spec 55 cask are shown in NPI Drawing D-240010.  

1. Gross weight - Cask 3,070 pounds.  

2. Model number - OPX where X is a digit representing the serial number.  

3. Specific materials of construction, weights, dimensions, and fabrication 

methods are shown on NPI Drawings D-240010 and Specifications El.  

4. There are no coolants in this package. Cooling is provided by 

external air convection.  

1. Maximum source 7000 curies of cobalt-60.  

2. No fissile constituents.  

3. Sources are solid metallic cobalt-60 double encapsulated in stainless 

steel.  

4. No fissile material.  

5. Maximum weight of a source is 

6. Maximum amount of decay heat is 100 watts.  

Package Evaluation 

Compliance to Subpart C is evaluated under Subpart C.  

No fissile material involved.  

No fissile material involved.

71.24 Procedural Controls 

The cask is two overpacks used with a 20WC6 and both are to be visually 

inspected by the licensed source handlers prior to each use and by the 

Manager Field Service at irregular intervals, in compliance with Paragraph 

71.51 (b).  

-2-
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71.31 

71.31 (a) 

71.31 (b) 

71.31 (c) 

71.31 (d)

SUBPART C - Package Standards 

General Standards 

The materials specified for the construction of this package system and 

its contents can form no significant chemical or galvanic couple 

under any normal wet or dry condition.  

The cask end closures are bolted in place and the cask placed in this.  

The 700 pound protective jacket which is in turn bolted shut and wire 

sealed. The deliberate opening of the cask therefore requires special 

handling facilities not normally available during transit.  

1. The cask lifting eyes are capable of supporting more than 3 g as 

shown by calculation.  

2. The shield lid only weights 58 pounds and is manually moved.  

3. There is no exposed structure that could be employed for lifting 

during transport. The protective jacket completely encloses the 

cask.  

4. The lifting eyes of the cask are designed to deform and break before 

impairing the integrity of the shield containment.  

1. The cask is firmly bolted to its base, the cask is snugly contained 

in protection, and the jacket is lashed to the frame of the transport 

vehicle. Calculations show that the proposed tie-down system is 

adequate to withstand the 10 g forward and 5 g sideways force without 

failure.  

2. There is no exposed structure that could otherwise be used for tie

down purposes.  

3. The shield cask is snugly contained in the wood protective jacket and 

it is the jacket that is directly tied to the vehicle. The failure of

- 3--



71.32 (a) 

71.32 (b) 

71.33 

71.23 (a)

the tie-down system could not directly impose damaging loads on the 

cask.  

The shape of this cask is a sphere so beam analysis is not meaningful.  

However calculations are provided as required.  

The containment vessel will be fabricated and tested under the provisions 

of A.S.M.E. Code Section VIII. Calculations show 25 psi external pressure 

is within the design limits.  

No fissile material involved.  

1. The only source material packaged in this cask will be cobalt-60 

encapsulated in stainless steel. Decay heat generated in the source 

and shield will be dissipated by conduction through the lead and outer 

steel shell to the atmosphere. Since no fissile material is involved 

and no auxiliary cooling medium is required, the integrity of the 

package will always be assured during normal transportation if the 

cask is found capable of remaining functional after hypothetical 

accident conditions as evaluated in Paragraph 71.35.  

2. An analytical assessment of the effects of a hypothetical accident as 

defined in Paragraph 71.36 shows that the cask is not ruptured by 

either a 30 foot free fall to an unyielding surface or a free drop of 

40 inches into a 6 inch diameter bar. The deformation of the shield 

caused by these events could result in a maximum radiation exposure 

rate of 260 mR/hr at three feet for the 7000 curies. This is well below 

the limit of 1000 mR/hr set in Paragraph 71.36 (1). The effects of a 

30 minute fire on the shield would be a melting of 27% of the total lead.  

This represents a layer of 0.81 inches of the outer shell of shielding.
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71.34 (b) 

71.34 (c) 

71.35 (a)

The drop damage analysis showed that the lead container would not be 

ruptured but even the loss of this melted lead in addition to shield 

deformation would result in an exposure rate of 730 mR/hr. Maximum 

in a very limited direction.  

Shipment evaluated without the transporting vehicle.  

Specified normal and accident conditions are used here for package 

evaluation.  

1. The cobalt-60 source material is sealed in stainless steel and leak 

tested prior to packaging. Inside of the package cask the source is 

fixed in the center of the shield between solid inserted plugs. The 

plugs are locked in place by bolted and sealed end covers that provide 

an additional leak tight seal between the source and the environment.  

2. The package is structurally strong enough to withstand any normal 

transporting condition as evidenced by the accident analyses. The 

decay heat rate is not high enough to cause the lead to melt and flow.  

No shielding or containment failure is therefore possible under normal 

circumstances.  

3. The only pressurizing mechanism possible, would be the thermal expansion 

of air in the sealed cask due to the decay heat load. The maximum internal 

cask temperature is calculated to by 170 F. This corresponds to a 

maximum vapor pressure of 18 psi which is well below the design pressure 

of the container.  

4. The source is encapsulated in stainless steel and helium leak tested 

to ANSI Specs. The surfaces of the encapsulated sources are cleaned 

and wipe tested to assure surface contamination levels below .005 

microcuries.
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71.35 (b) 

71.36 (a) 

71.36 (b)

71.51 (a) 

71.51 (b) 

71.51 (c) 

71.52 

71.S3 (a) 

71.53 (b) 

71.53 (c) 

71.54 (a)

5. Cooling is by conduction through the metallic structure of the cask.  

No fissile material involved.  

1. Calculations show a maximum reduction of shielding would be caused by 

the hypothetical 30 foot free fall drop of the cask without the protective 

jacket. This loss of shielding would result in a very localized radiation 

level 26 times the normal at 3 feet and well below the limits set by 

this paragraph, of a factor of 100.  

2. Calculations show that the cask remains assembled after the accident, 

therefore, no radioactive material could be released.  

No fissile material involved.  

SUBPART D - Operating Procedures 

Operation procedures are contained in NPI document.  

Procedures for opening and closing packages are detailed in the above 

NPI document.  

Regular and periodic inspections are described in the above NPI document.  

No fissile material will be packaged in this cask.  

Prior to use, the cask will be radiation tested by gamma scanning the 

exterior surface and three foot exclusion distance with a calibrated 

cobalt-60 source of at least 200 curies set centrally in the shield.  

The containment section of the cask will be pressure tested at 125 psi.  

NPI will witness all specified acceptance tests on the cask and assure 

the compliance of the cask with the AEC approved design prior to labeling 

the cask as per this application.  

NPI operating procedures include a check list for cask preparation for 

shipping. This checklist includes visual and mechanical inspection of all

-6-



71.s 

71'.5 

71.5 

71.5 

71.5

71.6

71.(

71A

4 (b) No fissile materiai-•nvolved.  

4 (c) The closures and seals are to be inspected as per (a) above.  

4 (d) No valves involved.  

4 (e) No pressure gauge involved.  

4 (f) No liquid coolant involved.  

71.61 NPI will report to the Division of Materials Licensing. AEC within 30 days 

any instance in which there is substantial reduction in the effectiveness of 

this package during use.  

52 (a) A record of all shipments of large quantities of licensed material as 

defined in 71.4 (f) in a single package will be maintained in the office 

of N•PI, Dickerson, Maryland, for a period of at least two years from date 

of shipment. These records will include all information required by the 

provisions of this paragraph. AEC access to company records will be allowed 

under Section (b) of this paragraph..  

53 (a) NPI will permit the AEC to inspect the licensed material, packaging, and 

facilities under company control as provided in this paragraph.  

3 (b) NPI will perform and allow the Commission to perform appropriate tests 

as provided in this paragraph.  

71.64 NPI accepts the responsibility for compliance with 10 CFR 71 as written in 

this application.

-7-



Weight of CasX 

1. BODY 

(a) steel .  

1. Outer shell 24" 0.-). x 3/8" wall sphere 
a 'if, 3-.7s 

.Mean surface of sphere d 2  23.6252 x 3.14 = 1753 
i~en urac o shee ____-___9"____ 

less 2 segment surfaces 2rrh 2 x 6.28 x 11.8 x 2 =-296 
% P - .. .. 1457,2/ 

""1457 x 3/8 546 Cu.In.  
- .= .. .  

2..- Flanges (2) 13" O.D. x 9" I.D. x 1.5". .  

(132.7 63.6) 1.5 x 2 20T Cu.In

-3. -Inner cylinder-8 5/8 D x. 3/8 W. x 2i 5/8 L. 

3/8&dL = .375 x 3.14 x 8.63 x 21.63 220 Cu.1n."

4. Stand *22 x 21.5 x 0 5 236.5 ..  

-: 22x 12 x 0.5=132 

368 Cu.In.  

5. Lugs 2 x 6 x 4X =24u.In. . --. . ..  

Total volume of steel 1365 _.- - 1'7 • ;. .. =. "i . . . ... t. .~-.  

S(b• Lead"". .. -

1. . 23 1/4 D. Sphere less 9 D.Cylinder 

.524 x. 23.253 =:6586 - Z 

.less 63.6 x 22 ' 1399 

Volirqe of leac} - 53,8T Cu.In. ' 

(c) Wel4gh1 of steftl .1365 x .283 • 386-

WelghW of Iea . 5187 X .4•. = 21 

Weigh' o•' bocy a 2513 lbs. Z7 

II. rOVERS (2).. -

(a) Steel 0

: -.. 13 Piq x' 3/8'= M33 x .375 • -9,9 

9 1/2-Dia x I/4 = 70.9 x .25 ^-7.7 

'3.14-x 9.25 x .25 x 1.375 -=10.0
S " -.. 77.6 -Cu.In.

9110



(b) Lead 

9 Dia x 1.375 

(c) Weight of steel 

Weight of lead 

Weight of' cover 

IiI. 8" DRUM 

(a) Steel

= 63.62 x 1.375 87.5 Cu.In.  

•77.6 x. .283"=.*22 

87.5 x .410 36 

, 58 Ibs. each

-s-a

- (b)

- 3.14 x 8 x .188 x 21.5h= 101.5 

o 3 x 3.14 x 2.68 x-.12 x 21.5:= 65.1. 

2 2x.375 x 48 21-- 20.3 

1386.9 cu.in.  

Lead 

"7 13/16 Dia x 20.75.= 47..9 x 20.75= 994 

less 3 x 5.16x 20.75" 321 

67(3 cu.m.i..

(c) Weight of steel 186.9 x .2833 52.! 

Weight of lead 673' x .4I10 275.5 

""Teight of drum -. = 328.[ 

.IV. SOURCE HOLDER .  

"Average weeight used . Vol. x Av, Dens.  

"3 x 5.16 X'21-5 x ,35 11' Ibs.

V. TOTAL C AS' WrrrIG#" 
2- °* . . . . ..  

,:y. 2513 

"2 Covers. -.  

DruiA . .29 

So:•N6er ,b V" 
" ~3069 lbs.  

"............. ...............  
- .- .*°5 

• - °" .. ". 5" *2 " .

I

ii

lbs.

of .35



Normal Shippin•'Conditions 

Maximium Surface Temperature " " ...  

The maximum surface temperature is the result of internal 

source decay heat conducted to the. surface ind incident 

solar radiant heat absorbed on the surface. The ambient 

air temperature is required to be 130 F by.10 CFR T1 .  
App. A. Solar heat load is based onnorftal-maximum.-radLa--.  

-- .- .. • .

., tion averaged over a summer day in latitude 42 0 - .  

Procedure for calculating surface temperature is taken 

; from O.R.N.L. 'N.S.I.C. 68 "Cask.Designers Gulde". Values' 

for h h are taken from. s document -.  

r c- - - . - ! ".ý 

Basic formula To-t. ... :...:Qt=Total heat flow" 

.. ° - •."A":- = Solar heat flow 

Decay heat 

...h Total Coef° -.. .- .  

h.= Conduction Coef..  

Radia"ntCoef.  

A " 
.

T *Surface Temp.  

. *.. - .•I Te p. .  

"T =Air Temp.7 

d Cask Dia..  

i t.  

* ..  

: -.  

. ° °i



Source heat fn 7000 Curies CO 6o

Decay energies gamma 1.33, 1.17, beta .15 (av)

B = 2.65 MEV/d 

curiL 3.7 x 1010 d/sec 

2.65 x 3.7 x 1010 x 7 x 1o0 3 68.6 x 1o13 4V/SEC 

68.6 x lo3 x 1.52 x 1 x 3 .6 x 1o3 574 ,TU, 

374 x .293 = 110 Watts

,Solar heat

-Total heat

144 BTU/1 R Ft 2 x ProJected Area 

-144x .785 x 4 -452 BTU/jR 

Qt Qs + Qd = 37 4 + 4 5 2 8 2 6 BTOT/f

Heat transfer coeficients h = .18 ATI/3 assume AT = 300 

h = .18ix 3.12= .56

h r 
ht

T 6
Qt s •- TA-- E7

= 1.35 (from NsIO 68) 

= 1.91

826 34.5 
12.56 x 1.91

Maximum surface temperature = 130 +34 . 164oF 

Normal surface temperature will be about 

200 above ambient air temperature.

*iv
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q = kA AT 

q = 374 BTU/HR Source decay 

k = 25 steel 

k - 18.6 lead

INSIDE OUTEER Siiaa SHELL 

. ZS":1IZ.3"', 

31j ' 

= 0

e 0

I1NThER SURFACE 04 LE-AD 

T .374A 7" Z_. o 
- Ia.(.X5b33 

•_=~~ =~Z 1-70

1N-nR SURFACE OF CASK 
374 X 3/8 XJ•.  

X Z•

p 

4-

Maximum air temiperature inside cask is iTO0 F.  

This aisumes all decay heat conducted from source and 

is therefore conservative.

V

•.= L;> S. i.  

100 -io1"



9
Strength of LikirZ Eyes

Shear stress of weld = 45,000 PSI (ULT.) 

Area of weld.= 6 x -3/8 2.25"2 

° - -

Ultimate load capacity of weld 

P AS = 2.25 k 45,000 =00,000 

Tear out of eye 

..P 2 El"2 x 1 I x 45,000" 56,200

-Shear of Shackle pin (5/8" Dia pin) Ss = 9,500. PSI 

- P2 (.307) 'v500.- 0'b -.  
. .*... -- - . . " - - "..

.Failure would be tear out of eye at 56,000 on any one-..  

- eye. This is -56 187: times the" weight of the cask.  
* - . " t 3 ." " ' 

a .- °.  

.. * • . , .3 .

. 3-

a-.

vi

-3 

? ' ..•

° S= . °'• .o •
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Fr i.  

For !atera2-loai

S.1

w =3070 

F = 2g = 614o v 

"" h =lOg =.30,700 

Moments 2.75 Fo + 18.75 FR 12.5 Fh + 12 (FýW.) 

"3875F 6.82 

12.5(30,700)+12(307). 14"20,800 
FL 2.th -. 12-0- ° 

FL 3 2 10 'FR .,9goo..  

Mome ts *.- 
:-

12.5 x 5 x3070 = FL + 21 F, 

Fz=121 F' 

192,000 35 """ F' j = 3 

F= 91•0 

Loads

V -

-- Bolt 1- 1/2 (FL + Fk)

Bolt 2 1/2 (FL + FL)

Bolt 3 1/2 (FR + F) = 

Bolt 41 1/2 '(FR + FL) =

.6,175 "" 
1,822 

15,520 

11.,170

1'- 'Bolt 3 is most highly stressed
BAs.r•S p',

Loading on tie-down bolts due to dece3!ratib"-fl



-Tenslon -on 3 C L,520. Tenvjfl- 'D~ 

is .334 Sq. In.  

S P 15Y520 46,600 PSI st W .334 

Shear load + • 5g2  112 G= 34,400 

Shear per bolt 34,400 = 8,300 

". . . • ~p 8300 "-.-

• Shear stress S- 24,800 PSIT 

- *Total stress 71,400 Psi max 

97",5oo00...-.' : " y---. -

Factor of safety- -.103 

7 . 'This analysis assumes the cask is bolted to a perfectly 

rigid base, but this is not the case. The wood base is' 

"an impact absorber and the force crushing the-wood relieves 

loading on the bolts. However, .ths.is. analyss.. is. conservative.  

* ". V "i.  
S". . -

•. " * -.  

".. .. •.-.;:. . .v i-i..



ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF THE 30 FOOT DROP 

ONTO AN UNYIELDING SURFACE 

The nost damaging position of impact is assumed to be 

where the corner of the end closure contacts the im

pacted surface at a 30° angle. The failures analyzed are 

failure of the closure hold-down bolts, and failure of the 

,cask closure flange to shell welds.. It-was sho-%rx that in 

a-30 foot free drop the kinetic energy is primarily ab- • 2.-.  

- - sorbed in the deformation of the encased lead. The maxi...

m mum deformation causes the spherical' shell'to flatten in- !N 

a depth of 2.4". In the regionof.. the closure flanges, 

Sthe shell is substantially reinforced; but even using 

this displacement figure, it is not possible to bend the. '-- -.  
- - .

. " .z.: .  

welds more than a few degrees; so failure of welds by 

bending is not considered here. The failure by shearis

the predominant possibility..  

8 ~.  

Assume 60 G impact load -. : "" 

r 6o (3070) "84,ooo 

"High 6trength alloy 

bolts* (SA - 1153) properties 

Yield S = 85,O000PSI 
y 

Ult. Su = 130,000 PSI 

3 Shear •S = .75Su = 97,500 PSI 

uI

ix



Bolt Analysis 

F Fp - F Sin 300 1/2 ( 1 84000) = 92,000 

IF FW F Cos. 30' .866 (184000) 159,000 

___ ___Shearing force'- 92,000 

Friction force opposing shear = FN A where ,= .2 

159,000 x .2 31,800 

"No credit is taken for friction due to bolt pre-loading.  

"This number is In question due to the imposition of the pr•

domiS~naltt. impact load. This omission is however conservative,.

Shear force - Friction force = Load on bolts,:..  
~~ . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : -. . . . . . .o . ..-•" : " " 

92,000 - 31,800o 60,200.**.1 * 

Force requixed to shear bolts 

Area of 1/2 bolt at thread 
root 0.126 

-*- .Area 
of 8 bolts 8 (0.126) 1.00"' 

02As x97,500 
.9T,5 0 0 

.. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . o. .. ... .. .°• .... • 

97,50 

Safety a 
500 6.  

-- act. 
:"..'.-.. 

.
.-.  

.. ..
5..- .

'. ""- . .  

.
*-. .  

°. 

. .  

Forc reuire toshea bots 
....  

". : Aeaof1/'Ioitatthea rot= 012// ": :S 

x.-.. . . , :

a,X



(b) Weld Analysis 

Assume closure flange to be a rigid beam hinged at 

one end and the imposed load acting at the opposite 

end.  

S. FH'= 15'3ooo 

1Fr 

Mloment;'. about hinge 13 x 159,000 2,0T0,000''"P 

Shear area of outer weld ring = 13-r x 3/8 15.1 Sq.In.  

Shear area of inner weld.ring = 9r x 3/8 =10.6 Sq.In.  

M.oments of welds (15.-1) SS + .9 (10.6) S- (98+477T)S 

.46 Ss = 2,070,000 

S = i4, 200 PSI -Average shear stress 

1.lax S' 28,400 PSI 
S 

The •axiaMumL imposed shear stress is 28,400 PSI 

' and the ultimate shear stress for A7 steel is 

45,00o Psi.  

45 ot1.6 Factor of Safety SZ

xi

F 
/



Deformation o±-fhield due to a 30 ft.. drN- onto an unyield

ing surface. I~o protective jacket is considered for this 

calculation.  

1. Energy absorbed in shield 

E -W weight of shield 
A •E= h~ight of drop 

EA 3070 x 30 x 12 1,105,000'lbs.  

2. According to ORMI - ITSIC - 68 "Cask Designers Guide" 

"- the energy absorbed by bending of the steel shell may 

be insil~rixjicant compared:to the energy "absorbed in the 

plastic flow of the encased lead. This guide suggests 

a value of 5000 PSI as the flow stress of lead. " 

Energy absorbed in lead 

E V ,=flow stress 500 PSI 

---. V - flow volume .  

I ., _ .".  

S4 v= •G4- .4 3 
\J 3.14 dI.G xi~ 

VLC~~ L i & .. f ,0 
"It -rWV

Energy absorbed in steel 

Assume flat circular plate of diameter c supported 

around the edge and a concentrated load W in the 

center: The deflection is equal to h above.

xii

10

° .
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Defl.= h = .55 W r2 
Et• 

h~t 3 

W = 5 
.55 r•

r 11.8" 

t 3/8" Plate 

E 30 x 10 6

30-x 106 x .053 h 20,800 h .55 x 139

Equating energies 

"J 

1,105,000

EA = EL + ES

= 182,000 h 2 - 5250 h 3 + 20,800 h 2

210 = 38.6 h 2 - h 3 

h = 2.4" 

Percentage of energy absorbed by steel 
120,0000 

1,105,000 

Absorbed by lead = 89% 

3. Half layer value of lead shielding for C060 Is .51"

2.4_ 
.5-r

24.7

4.7 half layer

= 26 shielding factor

xiii



Puncture Anaýs'sis 

For hot rolled carbon steel outer shell, the minimum 

thickness required-to withstand punching action is given

by

0 .71 Lt 

, .. ;'.

= inches 

= cask wt. ." 

=ult.. str ess ,.:

"This formula is suggested in the OIIL- f0IC 68 

"Cask Designers Guide" .. .  

- .. 4 

-. S...". . -". S.  

- .. • .- .. .. .- .. •- . ... • -..  

Sh ll i 3/ - and ** 5.. *,E..c...j....%f. . .  

-- . .. ..~ .- • . . ° *. . .- . .. . .. .- .. .. ,. . - " . . . . . . - - - : . ; . - .4' ' : - . " • .  . ... . ............................- .. ........... ,.,-.,......-.•.....- .  
- 7"07".  
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&
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Fire Analysis 

The method of 4etermining the effects of-he hypothetical

fire on this cask is the "Energy Balance Method" proposed 

in O.R.N.L. N.S.I.c. 68 "Cask Designers Guide". This 

method is based on theoretical and emperical data developed 

at Oak Ridge Lab. Referenced figures are taken from this 

report.  

The results of the calculations show that all the lead in 

" the cask will melt in a little over one hour of exposure 

to the fire. The amount of lead melted after 1/2 hour 

exposure is 27% of the total weight. .. . .  

-W =weight of outer shell of cask in bs." 

OS 
.- ..  

Ws weight of outer shell in lbs/ft 2 of:outer shell., 

W VJ..^•LD •.• •nner shell in lbs.
is 

11 weight. of inner shell in lbs/ft2 of outer shell.* 

WI -eight of lead in Ibs•..  

1 weight of lead in-ibs/ft2 of outer shell.  

T maximum normal temperature of outer shell.  

Constants 

k (steel) 25 B Ft OF
k (solid lead) 16 T•nFt °F_ 

k (liquid lead) = 9.3 

Cp (steel) = .125 TU/-WF 

Cp (lead) = .0325 

H heat of fusion of lead = 10.55 

f=

I . XV



WO 1753 x 3/8 x . 2 8 3 = 186.(from page ;A. 1 

1 186 2 -" 

'os 12,.2 

W = 220 x .2 8 3 62.2 
Wis 

1 62.2 5.12 
Vis = 

W1  = 5187 x .410 2130 

2130 275 - 2 'W 175 7f-q 

- T 168oF (from page C.S.10) 

" " T melting point of lead.=.6210 F 

The ti!tU intervals expressed here are tx - the0start o " 

the exposure, t - the time when all outer lead begins to 

melt, and t- the time -all lead is melted. ...  

From time t to t1 the average surface temperature is Ts_l .' 

From Figure 5.21 Ts_1  425°F when To 168 F.  

From time t to t- the average heat• flux Q% is 16,600 

BTU/ t2 425°F (Figure 5.22) 

The average tep-erature in the lead at time t is The~~~~~- avrge1. m.Dar.  

T * -1 621 (2, D Where Dk = akness 

16,600 x 7.12.  •L- =621. -- o x 1b.P .: 

a - . ..  

-. -:.-°. F 

.. . . .. . . . .. ...- • 

* xvi 
% • . •



Inner Shei?
I i (Ts - To) .125 

= 5.1 (424- 368) .125 

= 163

Lead

= 1.7 (TL~l - TO) .0325.

- 175 (444.- 168)

I

= 1570

1570 + 163 + 884 = 2617"
A. * "..- 4 " . • . . " " . . .- -

ti 2617 
16;6wO

.-158

.' i*

.0325""

ours . .  
S• 4: o.' .. 

. ~.1.-.

Total heat absorbed by .cask after .158 hour-

- 14. A 123.56 (2617)- 32,900 1 

.

.'To determine the amount of lead melted in time

H

1His-J1

3TU -

= (Tos-- TO) .125 

(1860](406 3) .125 = 10,800 BTU 

Wis (is-- T) .125 

62 (-256) .125 = 1,980 BTU

= WL (TL- - T0)-.0325 

= 2130 (276)..0325 = 19,100 BTU

xvii

(b)

(c)

.1L-1

I.

ELI

°
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The average teerature in the inner she_/ at time t, Is

Ts 
6 621 - &-- D.2

TIS- 621 16,600 x 7.21 
s = 621- 2� X 25 

T :Ls - = 424° F 

The average temperature in the outer shell at time tI is 
-• 

qer

Sos-I 62:1 "+ =0 , X Vjher~e 
Tos-1 - -- 94 

-6.1. 
1+ 6,600 x 3/8 

TOSl. "6 x 25 

TOSI =61°

X - plate thickness 

i S6 . .

The heat absorbed in the outer shell during time is 

HotI 1Os (Tos-1 To) .125

Hos-i.

HOS-1

- •" .

... ............ .. .

15.3 (631- 168) .125

= 884 BTU

-....  

..- •xv-i.

., �I*.  .. -

B



_31(A +TU 

1 01 oo -j 1, 31 0 0 9, 100 

.~tz~k•- =~ l-It-, - =- --- 2,CfO-l)'3Jio& = 1o •T')

"~ - 7I C).• IC,.3c° 

After .158 hour- s 61.- lbs.'of lead-is,. me .e 

She sup er heat of molten lead is 
given by 

R- Iq I,4r-..  

Ts. .
. -Z.  

"Tae average surface te6merature of-the cask at time t is.  

e 2, 
--• 

"The net e heat flux absorbed from time 
tv is -obtaine 

-from curve FIC3.0 529.  
LTr 

The total heat absorbed by the 
cask at time t2 when the 

-. T , ,3° 
T 

lea is. coi 
.e'e -'is.

-- s--

as IO1 - .- I? 
-- "&x sI-.I'z. =" TO

14 is - 1

W (St. •j-os .IZS 39r .TTO

xix-
-I -,



= ~j404)

HLS= z Z .3L

K- �

4-2?..c y~C'

31,4-c ~ 4~o+ 5 i-Ibo- 5-I, �

- h1 - -IHt-) 

IA 7t 
I - cj 0 - Io

ISOe lcL1 SI.
I..

V. V

* Isi

I..0,7 OUPLS 

All the lead v~;ouald melt in 1. 04 hours.  

At-the end of- 1/2 hour the amoun~t of lead3 melted ig

) (.s� 
(t�.- t�)' 5

44+

24.S 7

A 

.4 

- 5)* 

o'j 
I 

it 
f.  

* 4.  

.4.  

I
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REPORT ON TESTING 

TELETHEAPY SHIPPING CASK TEST



Report 
Page One 

I. Purpose 

The purpose of the test program was to investigate the suitability 

of the present NPI teletherapy shipping casks and overpack for shipping 

up to 9500 curies of cobalt-60 sources.  

The cask and overpack combination has been evaluated, licensed and used 

for shipping sources with cobalt-60 contents of not more than 7,000 curies 

and test program was designed to furnish information pertinent to the 

effect of the greater heat load.  

II. Test Design 

The heat loads imposed on the system were: 

- the internal heat generated by the decay of the cobalt-60, and 

- simulated sunshine of 800 gcal/cm2 per 12 hours per day on the 

top of the metal overpack and 400 gcal/cm per 12 hours per day 

on the sides of the metal overpack.  

These values were taken from Table III, Paragraph 233 of IAEA Safety 

Series 6.  

Iron-constantan thernocouples were placed in various positions throughout 

and connected to a multipoint recorder to record temperatures of interest.  

The location of these thermocouples and the equilibrium temperatures are 

shown in the attached "Schematic View of Teletherapy Casks with Temperature 

Profile, Sunshine Test Equilibrium."



"Report 
Page Two 

III. Test Instrumentation 

Before commencing each test: 

a. The wooden overpack was visually inspected.  

b. The wooden overpack was weighed and then placed into the metal 

overpack container.  

c. The cask was loaded into the overpack.  

d. The thermocouples were installed and connected to a multipoint 

recorder.  

e. The metal overpack was bolted closed, as if for shipping.  

f. The heat lamp array was installed.  

The test was conducted by turning the heat lamps on for 12 hours and 

then off for 12 hours to simulate the cyclic variation of sun heating.  

This sequence was continued until no further temperature increases were 

noted in the cask and internal overpack temperatures. Temperatures 

from some of the thermocouples are plotted to show that equilibrium 

was obtained.  

0 o71607



APPENDIX A 

From Table III Top of the overpack requires insolation of 800 gcal/cm2 /12 

2 2 
hours which translates to 0.500 watts/in . The sides require 400 gcal/cm /12 

2 
hours or 0.250 watts/in 

To simulate sunshine conditions the outside the overpack should be irradiated 

at the above rates for 12 hours and should then receive no radiation for the 

ensuing 12 hours. To furnish the required heating GE R40 Infra Red lamps 

were selected: 

Overpack top is 48.5" in diameter for total area: 

= 2= (48.5)2 = 1848 in 2 

-4 4

Assuming 75% reflector efficiency then we need: 

1848 X .5 = 1231 watts 
.75 

Since six 250 watt lamps = 1500 watts, this will be sufficient.  

could be mounted on a circle enclosing half the area of the top c 

pack. This, then, calls for a mounting circle diameter D = 4A 
12 

Mount the lights, equally spaced, around a circle whose diameter 

good uniformity the lamps should be at least 1.6 times the lamps 

from the surface being irradiated. This, then, would call for a 

1.6 X 34.3 = 27.5" above surface.  
2

These lamps 
•f the over

= 4 X 1848 = 

2 

= 34.3". For 

spacing away 

lamp height of

From the above, one can see that included angle of irradiation = ton-I 

27.5 X 2 = 7.550 

(48.5 - 34.3) 

Since over 90% of the heat radiated from the lamps comes..in a cone with an 

-• angle of150 to the axis of th lanp, the energy wasted over the side of the 

over!pack will not result in reducing the total heat input below .90 X 1500

34.3"
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1350 watts which is comfortably above the 1231 watts required.  

Similarly, for the side of the overpack: 

Side area A = Dh where D = diameter = 48.5" 

= 7313 in 2  where h = height = 48" 

Required heat = 7313 X 0.250 = 2438 watts 
.75 

Since 24 125 watt lamps = 3000 watts, this will be sufficient. Once again, 

using the equal area principle, mount the lamps in two rings 12" and 36" from 

the floor.  

Since the two rows are 24" apart, the lamps should be 24 X 1.6 = 38.4" from 

the surface for good heat uniformity. This can be done further improved by 

staggering the two rows. Once again more than 90% of the radiated energy will 

fall on the surface. This is .9 X 3000 = 2700 watts, comfortably above the 

2438 watts needed.
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